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Summnry
Sernory integration is thB end produrt
of arcurate processing by the brain of
information receiued through the body's
sensory systems. This information is
receiued through uiswl, auditnry,
tnctile, tnste and olfactory receptnrs, as
well as through the uestibtilnr system
uthirh receiues, and giues, informntion
about grauity, mouem,ent etc. The
organisation and integratinn of sensory
informntioru or lnck of il is reflected in
the child's deuelopment, his learning
capacity, and his feelirrys about himself,
This paper d,eals with some of the
mnnifestntions of sernory integratiue
dysfurrction, tlle importnrrce of early
identifuatiory and thB role of the
occupatinnal therapist in modifuing the
dysftnrction
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Waste not - want not! A common adage, but is it not
waste of the most profligate kind if children are unable to
realize their academic potential; if those who could be
future Ieaders in the commrmity end up as mediocrities at
best, or criminals at worst if those who should be
competent avemge citizens become drifters, with the low
self-image and negative attihrdes of the non-achiever,
simple because academic leaming was so difficult for them?

It is my belief through reading the literature, and from my
own clinical experience over the last ten years, that
developmental delay, or developmental immah-uity, is the
root cause of the learning problems of quite a
high proportion of children identified as learning-
disabled in our South African schools bv the Murrav
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commission in 1969. And that with the heatrnent of the
developmental problems, using sensory integrative
techniques, there is a betber response academically than if
the remediation focuses in onlv on the coftical
dysfunction.

My main experience in the two years that I have been
using sensory integrative techniques has been with learning
disabled childreq but I find myself drawn to working more
and more with very young prcprimay children In
Americ4 occupational therapists specialising in sensory
integration are now working with identified "at risli'
babies in the intensive care section of neonatal units.
The importance of early recognition and treatrnent cannot
be overstated - not merely because this may obviate the
pnrblems with leaming - but essentially because one's
neual development is largely complete by the age of 8-9
years. Intervention prccedures will naturally take longer to
be effective, and the longer the delay the more one has to
deal with the secondary problems which arise, such as
negative self-image, emotional disturbances, behavioural
problems etc.

For 15 or more years SA occupational therapists have been
using a perceptual motor appn:ach to the fueahnent of
learning disabilities, but there was little in the literature,
and not much more in clinical experience to show
convincing relevance of either the test results, or the
heatrnent methodg to the specific problems, particuJarly
reading and writben work Some children responded very
we[ and others with the same test results, did noL

teatrnent results were so arbibary that they raised more
questions than they answered But we have continued to
keep abreast of world hends, and as more research has
been published and clinical findings have been writben up,
the emphasis has shifted to the more far-reaching sensory
integrative appnractr The South African Institute of
Sensory Integration has been fomed It is affiiiated to the
South African Association of Occupational Therapists, and
126 of the current 498 SAAOT members are also
members of the Institute'?.

the 1960's and has, since theq been continuously modified
through researctr, by her and others. According to Dr
Ayres, "Essentially, the thmry holds that disordered
sensory integration accounts for some aspects of leaming
disorders and that enhancing sensory integration will make
academic leaming easier for those children whose pn:blem
lies in that domain Sensory integratior\ or the ability to
organise sensory information for use, can be improved
through contoolling its input to activate brain mechanisms
... A sensory integrative approach to heating learning
disorders differs from many other procedures in that it
does not teach specific skills such as matching visual
stimul, leaming to rBmember a sequence of sounds,
differentiating one sound from another, dta*ing lines from
one point to another, or even the basic academic material
Rather, the objective is to enhance the brain's ability to do
these things. If the brain develops the capacity to
perceive, remember and motor-plan, the ability can be
applied toward mastery of all academic and other tasks,
regardless of the specific content The objective is
modification of the neurological dysfunction interfering with
leaming rather than attacking the syrnptoms of that
dysfi.mctiorl'1.

Intelg,ctinn of sernory sy.sfem.s
he,s a strong infhtnnce on the
l,earnins- proeess.

Interantian of th,e sensory
sy$fem^e has a farrcachirg
effeet on moton emotiona[
behauioural and language
deueloprnent

In leaming about sensory integmtion and its role in the
mahuation prccess, I began to see sound neunrphysio
logical reasons for at least a proportion of the leaming
disabilities, and to realise that developmental immaturity
should be, and is, observable in the motor and behaviour
pattems of very young babies, who should then be
considered at rish socially and academically.

Sensory integration as a specific theory applied to leaming-
disabled children was developed by Dr A Jean Ayres in
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SS Gubbay in his article "The Clumsy Child', defines this
bpe of child as "one with normal bodily habits, intellect
physical strength and sensory functior! and whose motor
coordination is virtually normal by the standards of routine
conventional neurological assessmenl yet whose abili[' to
perform skilled, purposive movements is impaired"T. He
calls the condition "developmental apraxia", which is
perhaps more socially acceptable than "clumsy'', attd
certainly far less tlreatening than "minimal brain
dysfi.rnctiori'. I prefer the American use of the word
dyspraxia with its connotation of dysfunction in, and not
total loss of, praxis

Dr Ayres defines praxis as "shll in planning non-habitual
movemenLs", and states that it is the end pnrduct of
vestibular, proprioceptive, and tactile input processing, with
a motor component added.

In order to understand the implications of sensory
dysfimctio4 let us first have a look at some of the sensory
modalities; their inter-action with each other, and the effect
they have on behaviour, motor development and leaming.

I will then give a very brief introduction to the testing done
by occupational therapists, some heatment principles and
methods used to alleviate the conditiorl and present a list
of characteristics which can be seen by parent nursery
school teachers, and general practitioners.

One of our earliest firnctioning senses, but perhaps the
Ieast researched" is the sense of smell Functionally the
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olfactory system is linked to the limbic systerrl whose close
interconnection with the reticular system was noted by GV
Russel, who also suggested that both systems are
fundamental integrative mechanisms of the central
nervous systemll. Schneider, states that the 4 main
functions of the olfactory system are:-
1 Protecfion of the individual
2 Conkibution to his emotional life.
3 Assistance in digestion
4 Facilitation of recollection - remember how the faint
tendril of perfime wafting from that lady in your surgery
last week instantly transported you back to your sistels
wedding, and the delectable young bridesmaid who
stirred your senses so wickeldy?''.

Cheal stated her belief that infants form associations
based on early olfactory experience, and from this
stressed the importance of frequent exposure of high
risk infants to their parents, as part of the emotional
bonding experienceG. Steiner found that cerLain odours
promote paras5,mpathetic responses, and sucking and
swallowing motionsi6. Heiniger and Randloph state
that there is little doubt that olfaction can guide and
direct behaviour before either hearing or vision are
developed, but also state the critical need for clinical
investigation of the use of smell, and its excitatory and
inhibitory effects . . . in early intewention programmesf'.

In discussing the tactile systern, Ay'r'es states: "The process
of perception involves the continuous ordering and sorting
of sensory stimuli into both temporal and spatial
sequences, with an ongoing sensory relationship. Touch is
one of the senses that is especially involved in the ongoing
prccess contributing to perception of other tlpes of
sensation"t

of institutionalized babies under 1 year of age5. Studies by
Melzack, Konrad and Dubrovsky found prolonged changes
in tonic electrical activiff at several layers of the visual and
somatic system, the inferior colliculus, reticular formatiorl
and the pyramidial tracts, after brief rubbing of the
paws of moderately anaesthetised cats, and it is because
of this almost certainly profound influence of the tactile
system in humans as well, at so many brain levels, on
sensory as well as motor tracts, that we tactile stimuli as
general augmentors of sensory integrationl2.
integration.

Huss stated that if occupational therapists would begin to
use touch in a caring manner, in time they could make a
difference in the American culturelo.

Touch and movement are hard to separate frorn one
another, and the tactile and vestibular systems are closely
Iinked The vestibular system enables us to detect motiorl
and the earth's gravitational pull I could not do better in
describing the widespread involvement of the vestibular
system than to quote WE Richardson';.

"Head movement of lzo fiom the verhical or rctation as slow
as %o per second will stimulate end organs of the vestibular
system; via the multiple direct and indirect connections of
this system, signals may havel throughout the CNS having
effect upon muscle tone (poshue, balance, arm function)
sensory motor activity (sequencing praxis) the cranial
nerves (especially those concemed with eye movements) -

the reticular system (arousal, dampening); the autonomic
nervous system, (eg. heart and breathing rates, bowel and
bladder control), the limbic system, (anxiety, emotions);
higher functions of perception and judgemenf and perhaps
also, integration of the auditory system."

I hope that this simple intuoduction to just the olfactory
tactile and vestibular systems gives a clearer pichre of the
essential interaction of the systems, and their far-reaching
effect on motor, emotional, behavioural and possible
Ianguage developmenl with the possibility of interference
with the leaming process if they are not fi-mctioning well

In assessing children for sensory integrative dysfunctiort
occupational therapists use the Southem Califomia
Integation Tests, and the Southern Califomia Posbotary
Nystagmus Tesf and make clinical observations of eye-
hand usage, postural responses, and other neruumuscu]ar
conditions related to behaviour and leaming. The tests
were designed to assess visual tactile, kinesthetic and
vestibular sensory processing as well as motor cG
ordinatiorq motor planrring and automatic reflex and
righting mechanisms. A more complete picture is seen if
the results of intelligence tests and language assessments
a-re Imowrl

In coming to treatment and treatment principles, I would like
to mention that in all my working life I have never had
so many rewards, so much joy and just plain furu as I have
had in the last hro years. It is not that sensory integration
is a modern panace4 it is no such thing. But where a
child's developmental delay can be found to be related to
sensory integrative dysfimctior! using sensory integrative
techniques in therapy can bring a dramatic impn:vement in

Deuelnpmentel irnmaturity rs
the rcot ee,use of many
I,earying prcblem*

Leboyer expresses the same ide4 but far more evocatively.
" Life begins at birth . . . Fear and the child are bom together .
. . Life was rich in the womb . . . rich in noises and sounds. . .
movement. . . (Now) Allalone, nota sound .. . notawhisper.
. . and worst of all there is no movement . . . What is this
"thittg" inside my belly. . . Hunger. . .
Inside .. . the tenible grrawing "thing" . .. and the remedy
. .. outside. Inside ... outside .. . Space is bom . ..
Oneness is lost .. . krside and outside, and in betr.veen .. .
waiting. Waiting which is pain ... agony .. . time .. . and so
it is that space and time are bom with appetite. A baby's
belly is hr.n g.y . . . its skin is craving and so is its bach and
so is its spine, craving for touctr, craving for sensation . . ,
the terrible nothingness is simply no touching, nothing
along my bacld Feeding babies with touches, giving food to
their skins and their backs is just as important as filling their
stomachs"1l.

Casler found that light touch pressure stimulation enhanced
the Gesell developmental quotient on an experimental group
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the quality of his life. His parents relate tfi,at he is betber
organised, and less like an off-course rocket his teachers
report that quality and quantity of writben work is
improving and that he is beginning to participate more
willingly in sporting activities; and the child himself so ofben
becomes less aggressive, more self-confident and a much
happier human being. In all the photographs taken for
record purposes, there is hardly a face without a beaming
smile - and this is possibly because the therapy does not
focus on the specific pn:blems such as poor handwiring
poor listening skiJls, or gravitational insecurity, and there is
no teaching as such Each child is encouraged to explore
and experiment with the equipment at his own pace, to set
his orvn goals, and to achieve thern Children love to
challenge themselves, and one of the most enlightened of
Dr Jean Ayres' ideas, is the one which says, "Challenge
plus success equals therapy,"'. It is only through awakening
the self-motivation of a child, who then begins to make
adaptive responses to the challenges of his environmenl
that therapeutic results will be achieved.

Equipment such as scooter boards, barrels, suspended nets
and inner hrbes are used These are made of, lined and
covered wittr, a variety of different texhres to provide a
diversity of tactile sensory input Activities are carefirlly
monitored by the therapist particuJarly those involving the
vestibular systerrl which can have such a profound effect
on the body's vital cenhes, and the children are
encouraged to exbend themselves. Simply practicing an
activity, or repeating one already mastered, requires no
adaptive r€sponse, offers no challenge and is not
therapeutic.

Activities involving slow, Iinear vestibular stimulation are
calming and soothing we all lmow how we get fretfr-rl
babies to sleep, but an over-active child can be calmed in
this way, supine in a net or even prone in the net or over
a big therapy ball at the beginning or end of a therapy
session

Putting heavy pressure into the pnrprioceptors of the necl
shoulders and arms, helps in increasing kinesthetic
awareness, and has a short term effect of improving motor
coordination The prone exbension posture seen when a
child swoops down a ramp while lying on a scooter board is
considered to be based on a vestibular reflex, which elicits
that position by impulse flow over the vestibulospinal tract
to the extensor muscles, and it is felt that this movement has
an augmentary effect on visual perception2. But the child
who is lying on the scooter board being Spiderman scaling
buildings of imrneasurable heights, as he pulls himself upthe
ramp on a rope, has no inkling of what he is doing to his
proprioceptors; and as he zooms back down the ramp, racing
through a sheet of winebox "houses", and stealing the
plastic block "lightr" off their roofs tying not to wake the
occupants by lmocking the houses, he is not consciously
aware of the effoft he has put into motor-planning (both
the gross motor activity of navigating the sbeets, and the
finer planning necessary for picking up the coloured
blocks.) Nor, of course, is he aware that the therapist is
increasing sensory input as she calls for him to pick up a
red lighf or to use his left hand to pick up a green

Therapy really is fur1 but the therapist should have a
thorough knowledge of neurodevelopmental sequences, and
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therapeutic procedures should be based on this knowledge.

The following is a chart listing the main characteristics,
typically seen at home, in the nursery schools and in the
general practitioners' offices, of a child with developmental
dyspraxia

1 Clumsiness.
2 Tires easily movements are usually performed with
excess expenditure of ener5T.
3 Difficulty in motor-planrring new shlls.
4 Disorganised untidy, with poor work habits.
5 History of slowness in developing daily living shlls -

such as dressing using eating utensils, etc although
developmental milestones were normaL
6 Poor tactile processing can be fupo or hyper-responsive
to touch
7 Poor balance.
8 Poor body-schema
9 Poor constructive manipulative play.
10 Dysgraphia
11 Articulation defects
12 Visual perceptual pnrblems.

Possible em.otianal components in older ehild,rcnu

a) May react very shongly to failure; tend to blame
objects, or other people, eg. The door was in the way! Who
put that vase there?
b) These children ofben cannot play pretend-games
because of the uncertainty about themselves.
c) Adolescent problems with identity because of poor
body-schema
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